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What do I do?

Design Strategies that Turn 
Visitors Into Customers



13 Years In Japan

Now in Portland



People I Work With



Important!
When I get Excited,
 I talk REALLY FAST



This is 100% True:



Slides Are Available
DevelopYourMarketing.com/

microconf-2017





Building Your First Effective 
Marketing Funnel

For SaaS and Products



End Goal:

Get Visitors on Your List

Turn Visitors into Customers



Why Are Email Funnels Important?
Isn’t Email Dead?





This is my favorite:



This is my favorite:

3 Years Before I started Email Marketing



Email Gives You Personality

Emails Are Important





Who Are these People?



Who Are these People?



Who Are these People?



Who let customers connect 
with a human face

These Are Large Corporations



Who Are these People?



Who Are these People?

Not Robert Downey Jr.



Who Are these People?



Who Are these People?



Who Are these People?



Communication
from a Person is more 
compelling than 
from a Company.



Companies
Don’t give a crap
about you. 
People do.



Who do I remember?



Who do I remember? I don’t even 
USE SamCart.

But I remember 
Brian.



Yeah, that movie was great!



Wait… I never saw it.



Remember This Guy?



When I first met Lars, I felt I already knew him.
Because of 8 months of emails in my inbox.



If Lars asked me for a 
favor? Sure!

If Macy’s asks me for a 
favor? Screw You.



I read a lot of emails - I am not 
often surprised in my inbox.

Story Time:



Brennan got me to respond 
to a canned email, because I 
thought it was real.

Another friend emailed me 3 
times asking for a response 
because I thought it was 
canned. OOPS!



The Key is Having

Good Content



The “Face” Makes it
More Relatable.



From “aha” to “oh sh*t”, I’m 
sharing everything on my 
journey to 100,000 monthly 
visitors.



From “aha” to “oh sh*t”, I’m 
sharing everything on my 
journey to 100,000 monthly 
visitors.



Which Do You
Trust More?



SaaS vs Products
How Do We Relate to Readers?



SaaS 
People!



Product 
People!



Split at MicroConf:

About 80/20
(Please let me be right)



Why is the Difference Important?
Emotional vs Educational



Oh God, He’s Using THAT Slide



Powerful: Set the target to someone, not just an idea

Not Robert Downey Jr.



Nothing to see here. I just feel bad for Luigi



We all have people we look up to:

Stan Lee Dave Spector Ramit Sethi



Who does your audience

Look to?



You are the Expert:
Now Prove It.



We Teach People
Value Through a
Nurture Sequence.

Drip Workflows



Goal of a Nurture Sequence:

Put People In a Specific
Frame of Mind



What’s in a Nurture Sequence?



Prime the Pump
Talk about the issues that your product 

solves. This does not have to be direct - 

as long as the person is thinking about 

the problem, it’s a win.



Show the Pain
Show the pain of the problem that your 

product solves, and mention all the 

ways that it makes life horrible.



Show the Dream
Show people what life is like AFTER 

the problem is fixed. Bonus points if 

this is from your own experience.



Reveal the Solution
Finally, reveal what the solution is, and 

how your product helps solve that issue 

easily.



Great 2-Second Example:



What Does a Nurture Sequence 
Look Like?

3 Main Types



Hero’s Journey
Connects with readers on an emotional 

level from someone who has been 

through the problem set that the 

product solves. This gains trust through 

shared experience.

Easiest for Products

Doable for SaaS (SegMetrics does it)



Educational + Pain / Dream
Uses education of the problem-space to 

teach readers, and gain trust as an 

expert.

Easiest for SaaS

Products are long-winded without 

human touch



Weekly Newsletter
Easy way to stay top of mind with 

readers, but really doesn’t provide great 

value. Better than Nothing.

Easy, but not recommended



Diving In:
Hero’s Journey

Connect on an Emotional Level



● Show your own situation and pain
● Show yourself at the end of your rope
● Show that you conquered the pain
● Reveal the solution
● Provide educational content “here’s what I 

wish I had back then”
● Don’t sell until the end. Product has scarcity.

Key Points:



Nurture Sequence: 16 Days

Sales Sequence: 3 Days



Diving In:
Educational Funnel

Show Yourself as the Expert



● Educate on topics that fit your audience
● Show yourself as the expert
● Put links to your product in all emails
● Don’t overwhelm off the bat
● Targeted content is key for getting through 

inbox noise

Key Points:



“5 Quick Year-End Tax Savings”

VS

“5 Quick Year-End Tax Savings for   
  Freelance Developers”



Education Sequence: 28 days



Example:
SegMetrics Funnel

A 7-day Mix of Both



Day 1: “All the data you need”
5-minute guide to the data you should be looking at as a 
marketer, and how to get it with their standard CRM.

Day 2: “We Lied! It’s Even Easier”
Show readers that SegMetrics takes the 1.5 hours they spent 
in the last email, and how to do it in 5 minutes.

Day 3: “Why We built SegMetrics”
Emotional connection how Charlie tore out his hair because he 
was tired of pulling data by hand.



Day 4: “How EOFire Used Our Reporting”
Case-study of a well-known company that used SegMetrics to 
increase revenue, and a step-by-step of how they did it.

Day 5: “Tip #2: Stop leaving money on the table”
Show people that they’re leaving money on the table when 
they don’t understand their numbers. Calculate how much 
they’re losing.

Day 6: “Let’s Hop on a Call”
Offer to jump on a quick call to see if SegMetrics is the right fit 
for them.



How Do You Know What to Write?
Teardown: How We Start a new Funnel



Mother-Heffer



Thanks to Jordan Gal for 
letting us use this real 
example from CartHook. 
Go sign up for Carthook, y’all



1. Hero vs Educational
Is this a product that we can have a 

“face” for? Does it make sense to use a 

Hero’s Journey?



2. Customer Exploration
Who is the target audience?

Where do they live?

What is their financial situation?

Targeting: Shopify Users
- Non-Technical
- ½ focus on checkout (“Respectable Retailers”)
- ½ focus on upsells (“Marketing Mavens”)

“Respectable Retailers”
- Physical Product
- Lots of Subscriptions / Renewable
- Products are higher price: $50~$100
- FB, IG, PPC (Soft Marketing)
- Highly Focused on Visuals / Brand
- Marketing is through Agency
- Fears Failure of Cheap solution

“Marketing Mavens”
- Lower price products: $20
- Upsells make the money
- Don’t care about brand
- 100% Mobile FB ads
- Page Speed is key



3. Identify Drivers
What problem are they trying to solve?

What keeps them up at night?

What can we show them that reinforces 

the pain that they already know, and 

that we want them to act on?

What are the Key Features we can show 

that support those drivers?

“Respectable Retailers” are the harder audience. 
Marketing Mavens understand the product already, 
and will come to a product that shows performance. 
Build pedigree through “RR”

Key Drivers:
- Want control over their shopping cart
- Consistency of Brand Experience
- Want the best, not the cheapest
- Wants a long term solution

(pedigree is important)
- Used to being treated respectfully

(white gloves service)
- Be Successful / Respected / Envied /

Impress their Peers
- Show to investors: “See how good we look?”
- Want customers to see brand quality vs 

standard Shopify
- Believes that tools make them better



4. Brainstorm Headlines
Headlines are a great way to drill down 

to the specifics on how you target your 

landing pages, and emails.

No bad ideas now - write out 10 or 

more and order them from best to 

worst.

Example Headlines:
- Finally a 1-page checkout with 1-click upsells for 

your Shopify Store
- What if the Quality of your Brand extended 

all the way through checkout
- Is your shopify checkout ready to play with the 

big boys?
- Take back control of your checkout
- Build a checkout page worthy of your brand
- Make the world’s best ecommerce platform even 

better
- Discover the missing piece of your Shopify Store
- Unlock the potential of your Shopify Checkout
- Sell more with 1-step checkout and upsells
- Make your friends drool
- The Premier Shopify Checkout Solution for 

Top Products
- The Tesla/Bentley/Rolex of Shopify Checkout
- Used by the World’s most successful shopify 

stores.



5. Get Multiple Eyes
It’s easy to convince yourself that you’re 

right when you’re doing a 

brainstorming session.

Be sure to get the opinion of others who 

were not in the meeting to rank the 

headlines.



6. Build the Flow
Now that you have a hook, follow up 

with additional content and emails that 

follow the same pain-dream-fix flow.

Follow the email structure from the 

Nurture Sequence, and hook it up!



Getting People On Your List
What do you offer people?



● The best optin magnets are ones that get 
people started quick, or answer the question 
“Do You Have  a Problem”

● Optin pages that are for commonly searched 
terms can get high SEO (10k visitors / week) 
and have conversion around 60%

Key Points:













Recap
What Should You Be Doing Next?



Understand Who Your 
Audience Is. Sub-Niches 
are More Powerful than 
Broad Strokes.



Find an Emotional Hook for 
Your Product. People 
Connect with People, Not 
Companies.



Create a Landing Page 
that Solves a Problem, or 
Answers a Question - 
Instantly.



Write 8 Emails that Lead 
People through a Nurture 
Sequence to have the in 
the Right Frame of Mind.



Q&A



Thanks!
Keith Perhac

keith@delfi-net.com
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http://developyourmarketing.com/
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(Slide #97)

 


